Delivering secure anywhere,
any-device workstyles
DXC Technology and
Citrix partnership
DXC and Citrix at a glance
• DXC is a Global Citrix Strategic
System Integrator partner
• Citrix is a Gold Level participant
in the DXC Partner Network
Experience Program
• Industry analysts consistently rank
both DXC and Citrix as premier
market players
• There are more than 1 million
Citrix virtualization users
under management
• DXC awarded Citrix Innovation
Award for Partners 2019, Global and
Americas GSI Partner of the Year
2019 and GSI Cloud Accelerator of
the Year 2019 by Citrix

About Citrix
Citrix (NASDAQ:CTXS) is powering
a better way to work with unified
workspace, networking, and
analytics solutions that help
organizations unlock innovation,
engage customers and boost
productivity, without sacrificing
security. With Citrix, users get a
seamless work experience, and IT has
a unified platform to secure, manage
and monitor diverse technologies in
complex cloud environments. Citrix
solutions are in use by more than
400,000 organizations, including 99
percent of the Fortune 100 and 98
percent of the Fortune 500. Learn
more at https://www.citrix.com/

For many, work is no longer a place. It’s an activity that blends in
with the rest of our daily lives. It takes place wherever we happen
to be, and we accomplish it with whatever device we have on
hand. Work is accomplished in a digital workspace that delivers
and manages the tools, desktops and data employees need to
be productive.
To enable this workstyle, DXC Technology
and Citrix offer solutions designed to
work on premises or to leverage the cloud.
This approach enables secure access to
Windows desktops or specific Windows
applications from anywhere, using any
device. Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops®
powers the DXC MyWorkStyle Virtual
Desktop and Applications (VDA) offering to
deliver Windows, Linux, web and softwareas-a-service (SaaS) applications, or full
virtual desktops from any cloud — public,
on premises or hybrid.

people and enterprises more secure
and more productive, at a lower cost.

DXC VDA services reduce end-user support
and management costs and improve data
security by moving application and data
management from endpoint devices into
the data center. VDA also appeals to users
by supporting diverse device options —
iOS, Android, Macintosh, Windows and
HTML5-compatible endpoints — and
improving data center-based desktop and
application performance.

Additional client benefits from our
combined solutions:

Client benefits
The rise of cloud computing has given
companies the option of discarding
the traditional machine-based IT model
and instead using virtual desktops and
applications, which do not require the
same level of maintenance or carry
the same related costs. DXC and
Citrix leverage the power of cloud
architecture to deliver sophisticated
digital workspace solutions that make

For clients, our cloud-based services
offer seamless delivery of reliable,
scalable and secure workstyle-driven
solutions for Windows desktops,
applications and data centers. Most
importantly, our simple as-a-service
model provides an effective platform for
growth. Modular building blocks allow
clients to quickly and cost-effectively
scale the solution capabilities as
business needs evolve.

Cloud choice. Clients can choose the
cloud configuration that suits them best.
They can have their workloads in one or
multiple clouds and can also keep them,
at least partially, on premises.
Security. DXC VDA services provide
virtualized Windows/Linux applications
and desktops from the security of
a data center or from the cloud.
Virtualized applications and desktops
are accessible from a company’s secure
network or from the public internet,
allowing users flexibility and security
from their chosen work location with
extensive device options, including the
ability to use their own devices.

Self-service. Self-service capabilities,
powered by integration with ServiceNow’s
automation tools, enable end users
to request Citrix resources such as
virtual desktops or apps. Administrators
can automate provisioning, providing
improved experiences for users. This
greater degree of choice and control
over how, where and when work gets
done improves productivity and speeds
business results.
Increased speed. Using DXC VDA
services allows enterprises to provision
virtual applications or the right number of
virtual desktops to their users — typically
using just a few types of configurations.
This reduces the administration needed
for each employee.
Ultimate aggregation. With Citrix, DXC
MyWorkStyle is the one solution that
gives users a compelling picture of all
their applications. SaaS applications
(managed or not), virtual apps and
desktops (located on premises or in any
public cloud), files (located on premises
or in any public cloud) are aggregated in
the same unified workspace.

Joint offerings/solutions
• DXC MyWorkStyle uses Citrix Virtual
Apps and Desktops, Citrix Content
Collaboration® and Citrix Networking®.
These elements of the robust Citrix
mobile solutions portfolio help create
secure, people-centric, integrated,
flexible desktop environments
accessible by any device, over any
network, on any cloud. Our approach
provides a complete virtual app and
desktop solution to meet business
needs and give employees the freedom
to work from anywhere while also
reducing IT costs.

Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops
enables DXC MyWorkStyle VDA to
deliver Windows, Linux, web and
SaaS applications or full virtual
desktops from any cloud — public, on
premises or hybrid. DXC VDA services
can decrease end-user support and
management costs while increasing
data security by moving it from
endpoint devices into the data center.
VDA significantly increases user
flexibility and productivity. It includes
support for iOS, Android, Macintosh,
Windows and HTML5-compatible
endpoint devices, and also provides
users with diverse device choices and
improved data center-based desktop
and application performance.
• Collaboration is the keystone of today’s
workstyle, which means employees and
partners need access to enterprise data
and files anywhere, any time. Citrix
Content Collaboration is an enterprise
follow-me data solution that enables IT
to deliver a robust data-sharing and
sync service that meets users’ mobility
and collaboration needs plus the
enterprise’s data security requirements.
• Citrix Networking provides reliable user
access to key productivity apps — such
as collaboration tools — in hybrid and
multi-cloud environments, protects your
web access and infrastructure with a
people-centric approach to security,
and enables full visibility and insights
through intelligent analytics.

Differentiation
Working together with Microsoft and
other key industry leaders, DXC and Citrix
take a holistic, people-centric approach
to desktop and application delivery.
We deliver desktop virtualization and
mobility solutions that increase agility
and accelerate business — drawing
on leading technologies, rigorous
methodologies and decades
of experience.
To create highly effective, integrated
and personalized solutions, we address
strategy and planning, infrastructure and
architecture, deployment and execution,
and maintenance and operations.
The three-way partnership between DXC,
Citrix and Microsoft is unique. Citrix is the
only vendor to partner with Microsoft to
provide virtual desktop services. DXC has
a tight relationship with Microsoft and is
providing Microsoft Azure solutions for
Citrix Virtual Apps and Desktops.
Our combined experience proves that
there is no effective one-size-fits-all
approach to desktop virtualization.
We apply disciplined methodologies,
an extensive portfolio of intellectual
property and broad experience in
managing millions of desktops to
help clients and their employees work
effectively and efficiently in today’s
mobile, digital workplace.

Learn more at
www.dxc.technology/citrix

About DXC Partner Network
Our robust programmatic structure of 250+ industry-leading Strategic and Solution Partners works to deliver
the right solution and the right team to address complex, critical client business challenges. Learn more at
www.dxc.technology/partnernetwork.
About DXC Technology
As the world’s leading independent, end-to-end IT services company, DXC Technology (NYSE: DXC) leads digital
transformations for clients by modernizing and integrating their mainstream IT, and by deploying digital solutions
at scale to produce better business outcomes. The company’s technology independence, global talent, and
extensive partner network enable 6,000 private and public-sector clients in 70 countries to thrive on change.
DXC is a recognized leader in corporate responsibility. For more information, visit www.dxc.technology and
explore thrive.dxc.technology, DXC’s digital destination for changemakers and innovators.
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